
IIA ~ommemorates The Discovery Of Evershed Effect 
,Prof R C Kapoor* . coupting between the William Petrie, an of~ tOfY,was mainly posi- The science of as- . lar activity. By 1899 made in solar physics • John Evershedwork-
Bangalore I [)ec '1' interior' & tlie atmo- ficerwith the Esstindia tional astronomy - re,. trophysics came into Michie Smith shifted now named as the ingwith his spectrograph 

As a premier insti- sphere oUhe Sun', dur- Company, established cording positions of being with the' introduc- the astronomical activ:: 'Evershed Effect. This A notable phase in 'the 
tute for astronomical ing Dec 2-5, 2008, a re- an observatory at bright s,tars _on the' ce-' tion of spectroscopy ity to Kodaikanal. was in fact ,the first as- 'historyofthe Kodaikanal 
reSearch .in the post in- lease of a commemora- Egmore in Madras in lestial sphere. Introduc- and photography to as- . Equipped with new in- !rophysical iIIus~ration of Observatory began With 
dependence 'odia, the tivestampandfirstday 1786. The observatory tionofnewinstruments tronomyinthewestern struments, and with interaction between thearrivalofMKVaiAU 
8angalorebasedlndfan cover·on Oec 2,2008 was taken over by the in the early nineteenth ,world, and in India it clear ~kies and a plasma and magnetic Bappu.in 1960 as direc
Institl;JteofAstrophysics and a Vainu ~appu Me- East India Company in century enabled work was pursued in due favourable ambience at fieldand has played an' tor. UntUthaUimetheOb
'has been a centre of m9rial (Public) Lecture 1790. It moved over to. ofgreaterastronomicat' course. In this regard an altitude of'2300m importantroleinourun- servatory specialized in 
extensive activity in on Dec 3, 2008. The its new premises at releva,nce !!nd preci- the most notable devel- the Kodaikanal Obser- d.erstanding of the physi- solar astronomy. There 
,theoretical and obser-' meeting aims to mainly Nungambakkam two sion. The'rughlights in- opment was the identi- vatory began work, cen- cal properties of sun- was no mpdern equip-
vational 'studies of ce- focus on the critical is- ' spots and the evolution menttobe uSedforinten-
,Ie,stial objects and de .. sties pertaining to the The Evershed Effect of solar activity. During ~ive work in night-time 
velopment of specific solar magnetism and Evershed obtained the §pectra of a sunspot on January 5 and January 7, '1909, in order to deter- his te n u re (1907-23) astronomy. 
instrumentation over its the va~ous m~gnetohy- mine the gas pressure in the sunspots. He found that the spectral lines were minutely displaced in the Evershed added several One needed large 
200 years plus history. drodynamic processes spectrum of penumbral region. Although astronomers had SPectr9scopicaily observed sunspots since instruments to the Ob- telescopes and sophisti
The observatori,es'of the in the sol~r atmosphere rong such 'a shift of Jines was detected for the first time by Evershed. In particular he found: servatory. The wealth of cated' auxiliary instl'u
lnstitute are located at and 'the current statu$ The same amount of line shifts for sunspots equidistant from the ~enter of the disc; the the photographic mate~ . mentatibn to be in tune 
Gauribidanur, Hanle, of magnetic field mea- lines showed violet (negative) shifts in the case of penumbrae towards the center of the disc, rial collected at the Ob.,. with the ,'times. So, 
KaW31u'f' &, Kodaikanat surements and their and, red (positive) shifts in the case of penumbrae towards the limb. servatory has a great ar- 8appu set about to find a 
and there are several implications for recent The shifts disappeared for sunspots within ten degrees of the disc centre; chival value since it cov- suitable location that has 
astronomical discover- theoretical studies of (iii) The shift of spectral lines to be the maxi'mum for a radial slit position. . ers eight sunspot cycles, access to southem skies 
ies to its credit The year highly magnetized tur- From these observations he concluded that the spectral shifts are due to the Doppler ef- each of 11 y~ars period. . as well as .proximity to 
2009 marks' one nun- bulent plasma in the fect, indicating r8cJiai outflow of solar plasma in sunspot!J parallel to the solar surface with a Only at the ,observat~ centres of technology. 
,dred years of the"dis- light of results from ve(ocity of aboUt 2 krnlsec. Much work has been done since then on this phenomenon in weaK ries in Paris & _on Mount HiS effOrts bore fruits and 
Covery of Evershed Ef- space missions I1ke photospheric as well' as strong chromospheric spectral lines such as Calcium Hand K. In Wilson comparable an observatory was set 

'.fect in 1909 at the STEREO & HINOOE. particular, the reverSe phenomenon of inflow is noticed in chromospheric lines. A simplified r~cordsexist. The exten- up, in the middle 'of san
,KodaikanalObservatory The Madras & Kodai.. picture of the Evershed effect i,s as follows: In a sunspot, the motion at the phtospheric level sive data spanning' dalwoodforests&Javadi 
~:Nhictl i~ one of th~ ma- kanal Observatori~s consists'of a predominantly radiat outflow. It is largely confined to the penumbra with a vf3locity of through a long period Hills at Kavalur. ·The be::: 
:~or fin(h~gs made In ~~- It may be pertinent a few kilometers per second. The velocity increases with the size of the spot and also with now provides a very ginning was humble, with 
lar. phY~ICS fr~m Indian to mention here that the' depth. In contrast, the motion at the chromospheric level consists of a radial inflow of the plasma good opportunity t'o . an indigenous .. 34 em r,e-
~". thiS was In. fa~ the 'earliest use of a tele- with a velOcity of about the same magnitude. The line sketch obtained by Evershed shows the study the variation in the fleeting telescOpe that 
first a~trophrslcal ~b- scope to observe an as- shift of absorption line in' the Penumbra around the sunspot. solar rotation rate using . Was put to use in 1968. 
servation of Interaction tronomical event from' , , sunspots & calcium K- Fouryearslatera 102cm 
between plasma and . the Indian soil dates back years 'later whence forth etude the preparation in fication of a new spec- tered round the Sun. . line plages and variation Cart Zeiss telescope was 
magnetic field and has to the 17th centwy itself it came to be khown as 1843 by Thomas Taylor tral ,I i ne in the· sol a r. The building atthe of supergIGnulation size acquired & installed. Ever 
pla~animportantrole a little over 40 yearS late; the Madras Observa~ of the famous Madras spectrum by Norman KodaikanalObservatory with solar cycle phase. since, the Institute has 
jnourunderstandingof thanGafileo'sfirstastro- tory.ltisthiso~rvatory Catalogue, Norman Pogsonduringthetotal where on Jan 5,1909, In1934theObservatory marched on building 
tHe physical properties nomical use of it. At- that evolved to the Po'gson's discovery of solar eclipse of 1868 Evershed made the dis-' received as a gift a spec- state of the artastronomj.. 
of SU?Spots and t~e though there were'io- presentdaytndianlnsti- five asteroids and six thatcouldnotbeattrib- cove,ry of the phenom- troheliOscopefromMount cal facilities for studies of 
.evolutlon of solar actlv· stances of occasional tute of ~~ophysics. variable stars and of the uted to any known ele~ enon of radial motion in WiISQn Observatory that the universe in nearly all 
i~.(See~ox1).Theln- useoftelescopesovet ,The Madras Ob~ variabilityoflight6fthe mentandthusnamed sunspots that is now has been used for visual wavelengthbands.lthas 
dIan !nstitute of Astro- the eighteenth century servatory initially'came' star R Reticuli in 1867 as 'helium', by Norman termed the Eversh€!d observations of the sun. set up observatories at 
phYSICS .commerQ~- forobservingastronOmj.. ~o serve iiiS th~ refer- by his as'sistant, C Lockyer. The new ele- Effect. In 1909, John A new solar tower tele- several locations includ
ratesthedlscoverywlth cal events as a regular ence meridian for the Ragoonatha Charry. ment was isolated ~n Evershed made the sur- scope was acquired in ingthoseinthedifficultHi-
an inte~ation~1 confe~- activity, th~ fi'rst astro~ work on the Great During the nineteenth laboratory years later.· prising discovery that 1958 that has served as . malayan regions & is an 
ence entitled Magnetic r:'0mical observatory to Trigonometricai Survey century, a few observa- After the great famine the flow of gases in a a·premier equipment f9r a.ctive participant In 
·Consultant.lndian Institute of come up on the In.9ian o( Ind!a. Subsequent tones came up in diffet- of the 1870s, the em- sunspot was radial- one spectroscopic studies of space astronomy tod~~ 
Astrophysics, Koramangala 
Bangalore 560 034 , soil was a private one. work at the Obsery~.. ent parts ofthe country. phasis changed to 50- of the major findings the sun. ....oHawk Newsline 
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